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The XT-4569 may cost a bit more than some of our other equipment but you get what you p y for and
this bit outshines the rest in every way.
Ths is the most versatile piece of hardware Matrack has to offer.
This device serves both as an asset tracking device and a telematics system with all its own additional
fail-safe features. The hardware can be set to update between once every 12 hours all the way to once
every minute. Not to mention the XT-4569 is virtually weatherproof and tamperproof.

VIRTUAL IGNITION MODE
Connect all 3 (red, black, and white) wires during the
installation. It is the default mode of operation and all
functions are operational.
In the case of power failure, this tracking unit
activates an internal battery connected to a
specialized motion sensor that sends tracking
updates based on the movement of the vehicle.
ignition on/off and engine status reports are
unavailable during virtual ignition. This internal
backup system allows the XT-4569 to operate without
a power source for 2 weeks before needing a charge.

■ High Quality Housing
Enclosure
■ Internal Battery

www.matrackinc.com

AGGRESSIVE TRACKING MODE
Aggressive tracking mode is primarily a theft
prevention / recovery function found with our
MA-1 080. In the case of stolen or missing assets, this
function can be activated at any time to increase the
frequency of tracking updates . This allows the
Matrack team to follow the transit of the missing
asset so that authorities can be alerted and the asset
may be recovered.

GEOFENCE/AGGRESSIVE TRACKING
TRIGGER
Our Geofencing function allows you to build an
invisible perimeter around a designated asset. If this
perimeter is crossed, the owner of the asset will be
alerted immediately and Aggressive Tracking Mode,
will automatically be triggered. Create up to 1 O
geofences on each account.
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REAL TIME TRACKING & TRAVEL LOG
REP ORTS
This comprehensive tracking and report system is
easy to read and includes details such as whether the
engine was on or off, latitude and longitude
coordinates of the specified event, street address,
battery level, speed, mileage, and direction.

VARIOUS CUSTOM ALERT SETTINGS
Our customizable alert system, you can fine tune your
asset monitoring to fit whatever requirements you
could ever need to meet. Our alert system includes
alert settings for speeding, ignition on/off, tow alerts,
low battery, etc

DISPATCH MANAGER SYSTEM
Our Dispatch Manager system is specifically
organized to streamline working operations of fleet
and trucking businesses. This system allows you to
map out all jobs and deliveries directly into our
Matrack GPS tracking platform, organize jobs based
on priority, assign jobs and deliveries to your different
drivers, and automatically map out the optimal routes
from job to job, in order to optimize your businesses
fuel efficiency

IFTA fuel tax reports are required for intrastate
commercial vehicles. These reports are calculated
based on the number of miles driven through each
state relative to the amount of fuel purchased per
state. Based on our data records, we calculate and
provide these reports to you so you don't have to.

We give you a way to provide your clients with the
means to track their deliveries in transit! Just let us
know you want a tracking link for your customers and
we will have you covered.

Set your system to alert you anytime a vehicle
maintenance is needed! (Eg. Tire rotations, Oil
changes, Etc.) BLINK ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
Matrack Inc. has partnered up with BLINK Roadside
Assistance to provide you with heavily discounted
rates on the most responsive emergency services
available. Ask for more details.
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